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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3621-At that moment, she felt an explosion 
inside her head. Immediately, she entered a trance. Then, the figure in her mind 
appeared. Previously, the figure would only appear in her dreams and have never 
materialized into being. Now, however, the figure seemed to have broken free of her 
mind and appeared before her. 

The shadow slowly turned. 

Thea collected herself and stared at the materialized shadow. All this while, she had 
wanted to discern the appearance of the shadow. However, all she could see was the 
figure’s back figure. Now, under her watchful gaze, the shadow slowly turned and 
revealed a face. 

“What are you doing, Thea?” 

A voice reverberated in her ears. 

“Is that really you, James?” 

Thea was stunned. 

A few Epochs had passed, and she could never discern the shadow’s appearance. Now 
that she could, it really was James. 

The shadow spoke, “I went to great lengths to search for you in this age. Yet, you are 
reincarnating. Where am I supposed to look for you next?” 

Thea said, “James, I don’t know what happened between the both of us, but I have no 
choice but to reincarnate. No matter which age you come from, I will surely be 
reincarnated in your age if we truly are destined to be together. Let us meet again 
sometime in the future.” 

Boom! 

At that moment, a powerful Karma Power materialized and shattered the shadow, which 
disappeared from Thea’s view. Meanwhile, Thea’s body began to dissolve. Her soul 
was sucked into the black hole above her head, and she disappeared without a trace. 
Though she was now reincarnated, a fragment of her soul remained. 

Standing before the Callahans’ Grand Patriarch, she asked, “What’s going on, Grand 
Patriarch?” 



Thea asked puzzledly, “Why would there be a fragment of my soul being left behind? 
Won’t my soul be incomplete after reincarnation? How am I supposed to reach my peak 
form without a complete soul?” 

Wearing a grim expression, the Grand Patriarch stared at the soul. After some 
contemplation, he said, novelebook.com“Perhaps you have yet to fulfill your duty. Once 
your destiny has been fulfilled, the fragment of your soul will disappear and return to 
your reincarnated body.” 

“Destiny? What destiny?’ Thea was confused. 

The Grand Patriarch shook his head and answered, “I don’t know. But I suspect that this 
has something to do with James. Since he came from the future to search for you, you 
two must be acquainted in the future. However, we won’t know what relationship you 
have with him. Now, all you need to do is wait patiently. When the time comes, your 
remaining soul will naturally fulfill your destiny.” 

Thea nodded and said, “Mhm. In that case, I will wait here for that day to come.” 

The Grand Patriarch nodded. 

James had no idea that Thea’s original self had undergone reincarnation. As for which 
age she would arrive at, no one knew for certain. He also did not know that Thea had 
left behind a fragment of her soul. As someone who came from the future, he would 
certainly understand that Thea’s destiny was to transform into a fragment of the 
Ancestral God Rank Elixir to resolve the crisis of humankind in the Apocalypse Age. 

However, James was not there to witness this. He had no idea that Thea had 
undergone reincarnation. This meant that James’ wish to search for Thea would be for 
naught. Perhaps he would only realize this when he returned from the new universe. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3622-James and Melinda had arrived at the 
Dragon Realm. The moment they stepped foot on the land of the Dragon Realm, James 
could sense an overwhelming aura of the Dragon Race. A bone inside his body became 
unusually active and materialized into a mysterious power. 

James unconsciously rested his hands on his chest. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Melinda was puzzled. 



James said, “A dragon bone merged with my body by chance in the past. Now that I’m 
in the Dragon Realm, the dragon bone is beginning to show unusual reactions.” 

James obtained the dragon bone in the Apocalypse Age. However, this was the Dragon 
Realm, and he was a distance away from the Human Realm. At that moment, the 
dragon bone seemed to have returned to its homeland. So, James suspected that the 
dragon bone originated here. But why was it in the Human Realm in the future? 

“Are you alright?” Melinda was concerned. 

James shook his head slightly and said, “I’m alright. Let’s go.” 

James catalyzed his strength and suppressed the dragon bone, which immediately 
calmed down. Through the calculations of the Law of Heaven, he knew that the 
powerful figure of the Dragon Race who reached the Omniscience Path was residing in 
the central region of the Dragon Realm. 

The Dragon Realm was a powerful world, and the Dragon Race was a powerful race 
that had even dominated the Twelfth Universe in the past.novelebook.com This was a 
period before the Lord of Nothingness became a Macrocosm Ancestral God and when 
the universe was only just created. Even without a Macrocosm Ancestral God, the place 
was full of Caelum Ancestral Gods. The Five Ancestral Masters of Heaven and Earth, 
the Ancestral Sword Master, the Ancestral Talisman Master, and many others became 
well-renowned in this era. Back then, the Twelfth Universe was in chaos, and those who 
could spread their name far and wide were certainly not to be trifled with. 

Upon learning that the strongest figure of the Omniscience Path was a member of the 
Dragon Race, James used the Heavenly Path to learn about the Dragon Race. The 
primogenitor of the Dragon Race was terrifying. According to the traces of the Heavenly 
Path, James learned that the primogenitor of the Dragon Race was able to match the 
Lord of Nothingness’ strength. Their ranks were similar—the peak of the Caelum 
Ancestral God Rank. However, the Lord of Nothingness had an edge over the Dragon 
Race’s primogenitor. Upon defeating him, the Lord of Nothingness crossed into the 
Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank. Meanwhile, the Dragon’s Race primogenitor perished 
at his hands. From that day onward, the Dragon Race lived in seclusion in the Dragon 
Realm and seldom wandered about outside. This caused the world to forget about the 
existence of such a powerful race. 

James also learned that the dragon bone inside his body was left behind by the 
primogenitor of the Dragon Race. Before the primogenitor died, he imbued all his life’s 
essence into a bone. 

The Dragon Realm was huge, and almost all who resided here were members of the 
Dragon Race. However, the Dragon Race was also divided into different statuses. 
There were dragons of lower statuses, and they were those of noble blood. Among the 
noblest were those who had the bloodline of the Dragon Race’s primogenitor. 



The two pressed forward. Soon, they arrived on Dragon Island. Many huge dragons 
were resting in mid-air before them. Sitting in a lotus position, they exuded an ancient 
aura. Upon their arrival, they were immediately discovered by the dragons. 

Swoosh! 

Immediately, a golden light charged toward them. This was a golden dragon a thousand 
meters in length and exuded a golden light. The dragon then transformed into a man 
wearing a golden robe. Though he was somewhat handsome, he had dragon horns on 
his head. 

As he appeared before James, he scrutinized him from head to toe. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3623-“A human?” 

James looked at the man and said, “I’m James Caden from Mount Heavenly Path. I 
would like to have an audience with Laurentinus Llewelyn.” 

James stated the purpose of his visit. He knew that the Dragon Race had hated the 
Human Race ever since the Dragon’s Race primogenitor lost against the Lord of 
Nothingness. All this while, few humans would come to the Dragon Realm, and they 
would seldom gain anything out of the visit. 

However, James came nonetheless. That was because he wanted to learn about the 
Omniscience Path. As Laurentinus Llewelyn was the strongest figure, he had to learn 
from him. 

The golden-robed man scrutinized James from head to toe. Sensing that he was only a 
Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor, he said smilingly, “Of course you may. However, surely 
you know what a human must do before being granted an audience?” 

“Mhm.” James nodded and said, “There is bad blood between the humans and the 
Dragon Race. During the prehistoric era, the Lord of Nothingness fought against the 
Dragon Race’s primogenitor, who was defeated in battle. The world’s providence was 
seized by the Lord of Nothingness, thus allowing him to reach the Macrocosm Ancestral 
God Rank. Hence, the bad blood between the two races. 

“A human will have to clear three obstacles upon his arrival at the Dragon Race. One, 
he will have to undergo lightning tribulations. Two, his body will be corroded by dragon 
poison. Three, he will have to cross the Jalong Sea of the Dragon Race.” 



The golden-robed man looked at James and said coldly, “Young lad, you came from 
Mount Heavenly Path, and we do not wish to antagonize your sect. Leave now and we’ll 
pretend we never had this conversation.” 

James spoke with a serious look on his face, “I told you I’m here to look for Laurentinus 
Llewelyn.” 

“Do you have a death wish? Do you think you can overcome the three obstacles of the 
Dragon Race?’ novelebook.comThe man rebuked James. 

As the Young Master of the Dragon Race, he held a high status in the Dragon Race. 
Though the Dragon Race had been living in seclusion in the Dragon Realm, they had 
heard of Mount Heavenly Path. Any other ordinary human would be simply annihilated. 
However, since James came from Mount Heavenly Path, they did not wish to 
antagonize such a powerful entity. After all, the consequences would be disastrous for 
them. 

Swoosh! 

At that moment, a few lights emerged, and a few elderly men appeared before James. 

“Sect Elders…” 

The golden-robed man greeted them respectfully. 

The elderly men fixed their gaze on James as they sensed the aura of the Ancestral 
Dragon on him. 

“James Caden…” 

One of the elderly men looked at James and scrutinized him from head to toe before 
asking, “Are you the infamous James Caden who’s considered to be one of the most 
terrifying prodigies of this age?” 

When James used the power of the dragon bone previously, the powerful figures of the 
Dragon Race detected his presence. So, they had been paying close attention to him. 
So, they immediately recognized James upon seeing him. At the same time, they were 
curious. Why would James have the dragon bone of the Ancestral Dragon in his 
possession? The dragon bone had been kept safely inside the Dragon Race’s holy site. 
Could there be two identical dragon bones in this world? 

“James, what business do you have with us?” 

James answered them truthfully, “I hear that a certain Laurentinus Llewelyn has 
comprehended the Omniscience Path. As I’m interested in the Omniscience Path as 
well, I came here to seek his guidance.” 



James explained. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3624-The Sect Elders fell into deep thought. 
After some contemplation, one of them said, “Wait here while we ruminate things over.” 

They turned to leave. 

James, meanwhile, remained outside Dragon Island. 

In the main hall of a palace on Dragon Island… 

A middle-aged man was sitting on the throne. He was about forty years of age and wore 
a golden robe. Below him were the Sect Elders. 

“Patriarch, James has the Ancestral Dragon’s aura inside his body. This is rather 
uncanny. We should let him stay on Dragon Island while we investigate the matter.” 

“This is inappropriate. James is from Mount Heavenly Path. For countless years, Mount 
Heavenly Path has long wished to occupy Dragon Island and conquer us. I don’t think 
James came in peace.” 

“But what should we do about the dragon bone?” 

The Sect Elders argued. Some agreed for James to stay, whereas others disagreed. 

The Patriarch sat on the throne and contemplated. After some time, he said, “No matter 
what James’ objective is, we should let him go through the three challenges of the 
Dragon Race first. If he overcomes all obstacles, we let him through. Otherwise, we 
chase him out of the Dragon Realm.” 

Since the Patriarch has given the order, the Sect Elders had no choice but to obey. 

James waited outside Dragon Island for approximately an hour. An hour later, the Sect 
Elders appeared, and one of them said, “James, according to the rules of the Dragon 
Race, you will first have to overcome three challenges.” 

“Mhm.” James nodded. 

The Sect Elder warned, “You better think twice. With your rank, you won’t be able to 
overcome the three challenges.novelebook.com If you perish here, we won’t be 
responsible for your death.” 

James said, “I have made up my mind. If I die here, Mount Heavenly Path will not 
implicate the Dragon Race.” 



James knew about the three challenges of the Dragon Race. This was a set of 
challenges made for Ancestral Gods. Under normal circumstances, only Ancestral Gods 
would be able to overcome them. That was because the Dragon Race had already 
decided to allow Ancestral Gods passage and only established this set of rules to avoid 
being humiliated. As for humans beneath the Ancestral God Rank, the Dragon Race 
simply could not be bothered with them. 

The Sect Elder said, “The first challenge will be lightning tribulations. There will be a 
total of nine lightning tribulations. If you can overcome them all, you will be allowed to 
move on to the second challenge.” 

“Come.” 

James was unafraid. 

“This way, please.” 

The Sect Elder beckoned. 

Then, they arrived on an abandoned island that was full of traces of lightning strikes. 
This place was the place of the challenge. Since antiquity, Ancestral Gods who came to 
the Dragon Realm would receive lightning tribulations here. 

As Melinda stood in the distance and watched James on the abandoned island, she 
was concerned for him. 

At that moment, James stood on the abandoned island. Dark clouds blotted the sky, 
and a black dragon was traversing through the clouds. This was a dragon that had 
mastered Lightning Power and cultivated the Lightning Tribulation Path. 

“You better think twice, James. It’s not too late to turn back. Once the lightning 
tribulation descends, everything will be too late,” a voice came from the sky. 

James lifted his head and looked at the sky. He could sense a terrifying aura in the 
clouds. If he used only his physical strength to receive the lightning tribulations, he 
would not be able to resist them. However, if he summoned his power, he was confident 
he could resist them. He silently catalyzed the power of all his Paths, which circulated 
throughout his body. As they entered his physical body, his aura soared. 

“Come.” 

James’ voice boomed. 

Then, black lightning descended from the sky and struck James. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3625-James did not resist and simply allowed 
the lightning to strike him. 

Boom! 

As powerful Lightning Power struck him, the surrounding space exploded. Cracks 
began to appear in the void and spread like spiderwebs. A deep hole appeared beneath 
James. James, however, was unscathed. Upon using all his power, his strength was 
now equivalent to an Ancestral God. The lightning tribulations meant for Ancestral Gods 
could not harm him at all. 

“What?” 

The powerful figures of the Dragon Race were stunned. 

“How is he so strong?” 

“He’s only at the Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor Rank. How did he manage to resist the 
power of the lightning tribulation?” 

“He has grown many times stronger as compared to his battle against the number-one 
ranked on the Martial Ranking.” 

They were shocked. 

Boom! 

The second lightning tribulation descended. Then, the third and the fourth… 

Lightning tribulations descended from the sky and struck James, who used the power of 
all his Paths to resist them. His physical body was unscathed, and the Blood Energy 
inside his body churned. 

The clouds in the sky disappeared, and the black dragon left. 

The Sect Elders flew toward James and glanced downward at him. One of them spoke, 
“You are the first Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor to have completed the challenge. You 
are also the first who dared to accept the challenge. Now, let’s move on to the second 
challenge.” 

James was unafraid of any challenge. Even though he was only a Ninth Heaven Grand 
Emperor, he had cultivated many Paths,novelebook.com and his combat prowess was 
already equivalent to or perhaps even surpassed that of an Ancestral God. 



Under the Dragon Race’s guidance, James arrived at a special spot. This was a valley 
enveloped in a black mist on Dragon Island. 

A Sect Elder pointed straight ahead and said, “You will complete the challenge by 
traversing through the valley. I have to warn you, however, that the black mist in the 
valley is extremely toxic. Even an Ancestral God would have his physical body corroded 
upon being contaminated.” 

“Thanks for the reminder.” 

James clasped his fists. Without any hesitation, he simply strode forward. Since he had 
cultivated the Dark Path, not to mention that his physical body was reshaped by the 
Demonic Lotus, could any toxin corrode his physical body? 

Soon, he arrived at the toxic mist and tried sensing it. Upon realizing there was nothing 
to be afraid of, he simply entered the valley without summoning any power. Upon 
entering the black mist, the toxins permeating the air entered his body through the 
pores. However, his body was already immune to all sorts of poison. As the toxins had 
no damage to his physical body, he easily traversed through the valley. 

James’ performance surpassed the Dragon Race’s expectations. 

“As expected of the most terrifying genius of this age.” 

“It’s hard for me to believe that he’s only at the Ninth Heaven Grand Emperor Rank.” 

“Perhaps another Caelum Ancestral God would be born in the Twelfth Universe many 
years in the future.” 

“The Human Race is indeed the leader of all races. Prodigies keep appearing like 
mushrooms after a rain.” 

They conversed quietly. 

After James traversed through the valley, the Sect Elders appeared. 

“The last challenge will be passing the Jalong Sea. Once you pass the Jalong Sea, you 
will be able to enter Dragon Island. Whether or not Laurentinus grants you an audience, 
however, depends on your luck.” A Sect Elder said. 

James said with a composed expression on his face, “Show me the way.” 

“Follow me.” 

The Sect Elder beckoned. Then, he brought James to the Jalong Sea. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3626-The Jalong Sea was a mysterious sea in 
the Dragon Realm. There was a powerful magnetic field there that prevented ordinary 
Ancestral Gods from crossing the Jalong Sea. Those who could accomplish such a feat 
had cultivated at least two Paths. As proud creatures, the Dragon Race would not be 
welcoming toward ordinary Ancestral Gods, who would not be allowed to land on 
Dragon Island. 

James appeared on the outer perimeters of the Jalong Sea. Before him was a sea 
enveloped in a white mist. James could sense the presence of a powerful Formation in 
the depths of the sea, and all power of the Jalong Sea came from there. 

A Sect Elder pointed straight ahead and said, “This is the Jalong Sea, James. Even 
though you have overcome two challenges, I have to remind you that the Jalong Sea is 
no ordinary sea. No ordinary Ancestral Gods can cross the sea. Otherwise, his physical 
body will be obliterated.” 

“Since I’m already here, I might as well try.” James said, “If I fail, I will give up. I won’t 
break the rules here. If I can’t cross the Jalong Sea, I will leave at once.” 

Then, his body flashed, and he ventured forward. Stepping into the void, he was 
dragged down by a powerful force the moment he entered the sea. He plummeted from 
the sky and stood on the waves. He could sense a terrifying power overwhelming his 
body. A searing pain spread throughout his body, and even his soul trembled. Only then 
did James know how terrifying the Jalong Sea was. Not daring to let his guard down, he 
swiftly summoned all his power. 

Many Sect Elders were observing him. Under their watchful gaze, James walked 
straight ahead albeit at a slow pace. Before long, he had crossed the Jalong Sea. Upon 
seeing this, the Sect Elders were silent. 

Then, they appeared before James. 

“James, you have successfully completed all three challenges of the Dragon Race. You 
are now allowed to step foot onto Dragon Island. Follow me.” 

Under the Sect Elders’ guidance, James entered Dragon Island. 

The scenery there was picturesque, and the place contained a powerful aura of the 
Dragon Race. Stimulated by the aura, the dragon bone inside his body reacted and 
radiated a blinding light. 

This scene attracted the attention of the Sect Elders. 



One of them asked, “James, why do you have a dragon’s aura inside your body?” 

Though they knew that James possessed a dragon bone inside his body, they tried 
asking him for answers. 

James answered him truthfully, “The dragon bone of the Ancestral Dragon has fused 
with my body.” 

Seeing that James did not even bother to hide this, they were stunned. 

“No way… The dragon bone of the Ancestral Dragon is in the holy site of the Dragon 
Race. novelebook.comHow can it be inside your body?’ A Sect Elder asked. 

James smiled faintly and said, “That’s because I came from the future. The dragon bone 
inside my body also came from the future.” 

Hearing this, the Sect Elders were dumbfounded. 

From the future? James had arrived at this age for a very long time. When he appeared, 
his rank was extremely low. With such a weak strength, how could he have possibly 
traversed the River of Time? What kind of joke was this? Traversing the River of Time 
would incur immense Karma Power. One might even suffer the oppression of all the 
power of an age. The powerful figures at the Ancestral God Rank were able to traverse 
the River of Time. However, fearing the Karma Power, they did not dare to do so. So 
how did James manage to pull this off? 

The Sect Elders of the Dragon Race were confused. 

James did not explain much. That was because too much was involved with the future. 
Even if he told them everything, they would not be able to hear him anyway. 

Under the guidance of the Sect Elders, James arrived at the Dragon Race’s main hall 
and met the Patriarch. 

“Greetings, Patriarch of the Dragon Race.” 

Standing in the main hall, James clasped his fists. 

The Patriarch’s gaze, however, was fixed on Melinda who was beside James. Upon 
sensing the blood of Hadad running through her veins, he furrowed his eyebrows. 
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